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A set K of vertices in a connected graph is M-convex if and only if for every pair 
of vertices in K, all vertices of all chordless paths joining them also lie in K. 
Carathtodory, Helly and Radon type theorems are proved for M-convex sets. The 
Caratheodory number is 1 for complete graphs and 2 for other graphs, The Helly 
number equals the size of a maximum clique. The Radon number is one more than 
the Helly number except possibly for triangle-free graphs, where it is at most 4. 
0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper with Meyniel [S], we showed the close connection 
existing between the Hadwiger number of a graph (the size of the largest 
clique onto which the graph is contractible) and two combinatorial 
parameters usually studied in the context of abstract convexity, namely the 
Helly number and the Radon number. (The reader who is interested in 
actual developments of abstract convexity is referred to Soltan’s book [24] 
and recent survey papers [ill14, 171.) Most combinatorial properties of 
the standard convex sets in R”, like Caratheodory’s, Helly’s and Radon’s 
theorems (see [25]), can be studied in the general context of convexity 
spaces (or algebraic closure systems), where they play an important role 
(see [2, 5, 16, 17, 19, 20, 231). A conuexity space is a pair (I’, %?), where V is 
a set and % is a collection of V-subsets, to be regarded as convex sets, such 
that: 
(Cl) 0, VE@? 
(C2) Arbitrary intersections of convex sets are convex; 
(C3) Every nested union of convex sets is convex. 
* Research partly supported by a Canadian NRC-CNRS Grant. The Helly type theorem 
was announced at the 7th Janos Bolyai Conference (Eger, 1981). 
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The smallest convex set containing a set SC V is denoted (S), and is 
called the convex hull of S. The Carathiodory number c of %? is the smallest 
integer (if it exists) such that for any subset S of V and any point p in 
(S),, there is a subset F of S with IFI 6 c and p E (F),. The Helly 
number h of %? is the smallest integer (it it exists) such that every family of 
convex sets with an empty intersection contains a subfamilly of at most h 
members with an empty intersection. The Radon number r of W is the 
smallest integer (if it exists) such that every r-element set A E V admits a 
Radon partition, i.e., a partition A = A, VJ A, with (A, )% n (Al)% # Iz/. 
A graph-convexity space is a pair (G, %‘) formed with a connected graph 
G, with vertex set I’, and a convexity ‘%? on I/ such that (V, @) is a con- 
vexity space satisfying the additional axiom: 
(C4) Every member of V induces a connected subraph of G. 
Thus far, two special types of graph-convexities have received the most 
attention. Both can be defined by an interval function I: I’x V -+ 2 “. For 
the geodesic convexity 1(x, y) is the set of all vertices of all shortest 
(x, y)-paths. For the minimal path convexity or M-convexity for short, 
1(x, y) is the set of all vertices of all chordless (x, y)-paths. In both cases, 
convex sets are those sets which are closed under the operator I. In a 
forthcoming paper [9] it is shown that the geodesic convexity is in some 
sense “universal” with respect to Carathtodory, Helly and Radon numbers: 
given any finite convexity space (V, V), there exists a finite graph G such 
that the Carathtodory, Helly and Radon numbers of the geodesic 
convexity in G coincide with those of %‘. On the contrary, the goal of the 
present paper is to show how particular are minimal path convexities, by 
determining the exact values of these parameters. Section 2 recalls some 
basic properties of convexity spaces. Terminology relative to interval 
convexities is introduced in Section 3. A new characterization of the 
Caratheodory number in interval-convexity spaces is proved. Terminology 
relative to graphs and minimal paths convexities is introduced in Section 4, 
where an alternative definition of M-convex hull is given. The main results 
are contained in Sections 5 (Carathtodory number) and 6 (Helly and 
Radon numbers). 
Deletion of subsets is denoted by \. The inclusion symbol c is used in 
the strict sense. The symbol u indicates a disjoint union. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON CONVEXITY SPACES 
A fundamental property of the convex hull in a convexity space is to be 
.finitary: 
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LEMMA 2.1 (J. Schmidt [22]; see [S, p. 451). Let V be a collection of 
V-subsets which satisfy Axioms (Cl) and (C2). Then axiom (C3) (nested 
union property) is equivalent to the following property: 
(C’3) If x E (A),, then x E (F), for some finite A-subset F. 
We will also use some general properties relative to Carathtodory, Helly 
and Radon numbers of a convexity space (V, V). Let us say that a set 
A G V is redundant when it is not empty and has the property 
LEMMA 2.3. In any convexity space, the Caratheodory number equals the 
maximum cardinality of an irredundant set. 
The easy proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 2.4 (Berge and Duchet [a]; cf. Calder [4], Levi [20], short 
proof in [8]). In any convexity space (V, W), the Helly number is the least 
integer h such that every (h + 1)-element set A E V has the property 
.I?, (A\a) +@. (2.4) 
Property (2.4) is true when A admits a Radon partition; hence we have: 
LEMMA 2.5 (Levi [20]). If a convexity space has Helly number h and 
Radon number r, then h + 1 < r holds. 
3. INTERVAL-CONVEXITIES 
Let V be a set and I: V x V -+ 2” be a mapping such that x, y E 1(x, y) for 
every x, y E V. The Z-closed subsets of V are subsets CE V such that 
Z( C x C) = C. The set gI of Z-closed subsets satisfies axioms (Cl), (C2), and 
(C3) of convexity spaces. Axiom (C3) is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and 
of the following characterization of convex hulls, 
(A),,= u Zk(AL 
ktN 
(3.1) 
where Ik(A) is defined by P(A) = A and Ik”(A) =Z(Zk(A) x Zk(A)). The 
function I is called an interval-function of the convexity space (V, %?t). The 
least integer k such that a given element x of ( A)‘G, belongs to Ik(A) is 
called the index of x relative to A and I. Convexity spaces admitting an 
interval-function are named interval-convexity spaces (Calder [4]). In 
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interval-convexity spaces, an alternative characterization of the 
Caratheodory number is possible: 
LEMMA 3.2. In cm interval-convexity space, the Caratht?odory number is 
the smallest integer c such that every (c + 1 )-element set is redundant. 
Proof Let (I’, %Y1;) be an interval-convexity space. We suppose that for 
some integer c, every (c + 1 )-element subset of V is redundant but V 
contains irredundant subsets of each cardinality <c. By Lemma 2.3, the 
Caratheodory number is at least c. In order to prove the equality, let us 
consider a V-subset A and an element x E (A ). We have to find a subset B 
of A such that x E (B) and 1 Bl 6 c. Consider all subsets B of (A ) such 
that x E (B) and 1 BI < c. Since x E (x) and x E (A), this collection of 
subsets is not empty. Pick a B so as to minimize the sum 
a(B) = c 3jcb), 
btB 
where i(b) denotes the index of b relative to the set A and to the interval 
function I. If B c A, we are done. If not, let b be an element of B\ A, with 
index k> 1. By formula (3.1), there are elements v, u’ of Zk-‘(A) such that 
beI(v, w). Let B’= Bu {v, w}\b. Then XE (B) c (B’). Moreover, IB’l < 
IBj+l<c+l. Since i(v)<k-1 and i(w)<k-1 and 3”>3’*~‘+3”~‘, it 
follows that a(B’) < o(B). The choice of B implies IB’I = c + 1, so by 
hypothesis B’ is redundant and contains a set B” with IB”I = c and 
x E (B”). But o(B”) 6 a(B’) < CJ(B), contradicting our choice of B. 1 
Remark 3.3. Because of Lemma 2.3 an equivalent statement of 
Lemma 3.2 is the following: in any interval-convexity space, the car- 
dinalities of irredundant sets form an interval [0, c] of N; this property 
fails for general convexity spaces. For instance the convexity on a set V 
constituted by all subsets of cardinality dn has Caratheodory number 
n + 1 but every k-element set is redundant for 2 6 k < n. 
4. M-CONVEXITY IN GRAPHS 
This section introduces some terminology and gives a characterization of 
the minimal path convex hull. We deal with a connected graph G = (I’, E) 
which may be infinite. The set of all vertices on all chordless (x, y)-paths in 
G is denoted by M(x, y). Operator M is an interval-function for M-con- 
vexity; thus, definitions of Section 3 (iteration of M and index of a vertex) 
may be used. The M-convex hull in G is simply denoted by ( ); we have 
C-G Y> = u Mk(X, Y). (4.1) 
ksN 
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Special notations are used for walks in G: a walk from x to y, an 
(.Y, y)-walk for short, is a sequence ,u of vertices denoted by simple 
juxtaposition-for instance, p = ui u2.. VP-such that u1 = x, up = y and 
v,+ 1 is adjacent to vi for 1 < i < p. If no confusion can arise (for instance, 
when vertices of p occur only once in p, i.e., p is a path), the expression 
v -K-- us, with 1 < r < s < p, denotes the walk from v, to v, extracted from 
p: The reversal of p is vPvP ~ I ... vi and is denoted by p. Instead of 
v s L v,, we write us- v, as well. The concatenation pv of two walks 
x-yandy’- z is denoted by XL 
that appear in a walk p is denoted by V(p[ 
Yz. The set of all vertices 
A clique of G is a V-subset consisting of pairwise adjacent vertices. A 
V-subset S separates two others, A and B say, when every path (hence 
every walk) joining a vertex of A to a vertex of B encounters S. Separation 
by cliques plays a prominent role in M-convexity: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. In a connected graph G a vertex a belongs to the 
M-convex hull of a set A if and only if no clique of G/a separates a and A. 
Proof First, let us suppose some clique C separates a and A, but a $ C. 
Let B be the component of G\C containing a. It is easily seen that V\B is 
M-convex. Since A g V\ B and a 4 V\ B, we have a 4 (A). 
Conversely, let us suppose a $ (A). Every minimal path from A to a has 
a last vertex in (A). Define L as the set of all these last vertices in all 
minimal paths from A to a. By hypothesis, a 6 L, and by definition, L 
separates a and A. Let us consider two different vertices x, y of L. Vertices 
x and y are the last vertices in (A) of some minimal (A, a)-paths p(x) 
and ,u( y), respectively. The definition of L implies that xy is the only 
i(v) minimal (x, y)-path extracted from the walk x a a ___ y. Hence L is a 
clique. 1 
5. CARATH~ODORY THEOREM 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph which is not a clique. 
Then the minimal path convexity has Carathdodory number 2. 
Proof By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to prove that every 3-element set is 
redundant, i.e., 
Fora,b,cEV, (a,b,c)=(a,b)u(b,c)u(c,a). (5.2) 
The proof of (5.2) goes by induction on the index of elements of (a, b, c) 
and uses two technical lemmas: 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let a, b, c be three vertices of G and x E M(a, b). Then we 
have 
M(x, c) E (a, b) u M(a, c) u M(b, c). (5.3) 
Proof Suppose some y E M(x, c) does not belong to (a, 6) u 
M(a, c) u M(b, c). Then the vertices a, b, c, X, y are all different. Choose a 
minimal (a, b)-path ~1 that contains x and a minimal (x, c)-path v that con- 
tains y. Since y $ M(a, c), the walk a Lxvc contains a minimal 
(a, c)-path CI that avoids y. Similarly, the walk b L x 2 c contains a 
minimal (b, c)-path p that avoids y. Because v is a minimal (x, c)-path, the 
paths x and /I also avoid x. Hence CI equals a L a’c Y c and p equals 
b L bfcp -J-- c for some vertices a’, c,, b’, cg. Thea paths a -E- a’ and 
b A b’ are disjoint and do not contain x. 
Without loss of generality, we may suppose c, occurs in the path 
Cfi 2 c. Therefore, c p c and c, -J- cg coincide: the walk 
a 3 a’c P c,b’~ “b equals a--LI_ a’c Lcpb’ -!--b. This walk 
is an (a, bj-path which contains a minimal (a: b)-path rr. By minimality of 
p, no edge joins a -!f--.’ to b’L b and so rt has some vertex c’ in 
c o! Y cD. By definition of a and /I, the vertex y is on c, 2 x and on 
CP 2 x. Hence y is on c’ v x. Since both x and c’ are in (a, b), so is 
y, and the lemma is proved. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let a, b, c be three vertices of G and XE (a, b). Then (5.3) 
holds. 
ProoJ By induction on the index k of x relative to (a, b}. Set A = 
(a, b) u M(a, c) u M(b, c). If k < 1, Lemma 5.3 above applies. If k > 1, we 
have x E M(x’, x”) for some vertices I’, x” E Mk - ‘(a, b). Applying 
Lemma 5.3 to the triple x’, x”, c we have 
M(x, c) c (x’, xn> u M(x’, c) J M(x”, c). 
By the induction hypothesis A contains both sets M(x’, c) and M(x”, c). 
Since (x’, x“) E (a, b), we have M(x, c) G A. i 
Proof of (5.2). Let YE (a, b, c). We prove YE (a, b) u (b, c) u (c, a) 
by induction on the index k of y relative to {a, b, c>. The assertion is trivial 
if k d 1. If k > 1, we have y E M( y’, y”) for some vertices y’, y” E 
MkP ‘(a, b, c). Applying the induction hypothesis to y’ and y”, we may sup- 
pose without loss of generality that y’ E (a, 6) and y” E (6, c). By 
Lemma 5.4 (with y” instead of c and y’ instead of x), we obtain 
M(y’, y”) G (a, 6) u M(a, y”) u M(b, y”). 
We have M(b, y”) G (b, c>. Moreover, by Lemma 5.4 again, we have 
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M(y”, a) c (b, c) u M(b, a) u M(c, a). Hence the set (a, b)u 
(b, c) u (c, a) contains M( y’, y”) and a fortiori, y. 1 
COROLLARY 5.5. For every A c V and x E V, we have 
(xuA)=U ((x,a)jacA). (5.5) 
The above property is known as Join-hull commutativity [19] or the 
pyramid property [5]. Obviously, convexities with the pyramid property 
are interval-convexities. 
6. HELLY AND RADON NUMBERS 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with at least two 
vertices and suppose the maximal size of a clique in G is an integer co. Denote 
by h(G) and r(G) respectively the Helly number and the Radon number of the 
minimal path convexity of G. Then 
h(G)=o (6.1.1) 
r(G)=o+l if w33 (6.1.2) 
r(G) < 4 if C062. (6.1.3) 
Proof By Lemma 2.4 and by the definitions, inequalities h(G) > o and 
r(G) 3 03 + 1 are obvious. The general case of (6.1.1) i.e., the case o > 3, is 
a consequence of (6.1.2) and of Lemma 2.5. In order to prove the case 
(6.1.2) let us consider a set A = (a,, . . . . a,> of p + 1 vertices of G with the 
property 
for every four distinct indices i, j, k, 1. (6.2) 
Property (6.2) is implied by the property: “A has no Radon partition”; as a 
matter of fact, the two properties are equivalent, by Theorem 5.1. Let us 
denote by pi a minimal (a,, a,)-path, for 1 < i < p. 
LEMMA 6.3. If p 3 2, then (a,, . . . . ap ) contains a clique bl, . . . . b, of size 
p, such that bi E pi for 1 < i < p. 
Proof of Lemma 6.3. For 2 < i < j<p, the walk pz:‘pj contains a 
minimal (a,, a,)-path pLij and we put pji = ,ii,-. Let b, E p1 be the last vertex 
of /l1 which is adjacent to (thus different from) some vertex of some pi, 
with 2<i<p. 
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Claim. For each i, 2 < i < p, the vertex b, is adjacent to pL,. 
Actually, we know that b, is adjacent to some vertex v of pLk with 
2 < k <p. Let us consider an integer i # 1, k and denote by u’ the last vertex 
of pki that appears in pn-. The walk a, -%- b,v -%- u’ -EC- ai contains a 
minimal (al, a,)-path, which, by (6.2), does not meet ,u~. Hence some 
vertex in a, -!!- b, is adjacent or equal to some vertex of V(pLki) A P’(,u~); 
the definition of b, then suffices to establish our claim. Now, for 2 6 i dp, 
let bi be the last vertex of ,u~ to be adjacent to 6,. 
Since no path pLii contains a,, we have b,#a,. We claim (b,, . . . . b,} is 
the clique required by our lemma. The walk a,L bib, bjL aj, where 
2 < i # j <p, contains a minimal path which, by (6.2) does not meet /Lo. 
Thus, there are vertices ci in a,k bi and cj in ajL bj which are equal 
or adjacent. The walk a, Lb, biL cicjL aj contains a minimal 
(a,, a.)-path which, by (6.2) does not meet pi. Thus some vertex in 
d 
al - b, is equal or adjacent to some vertex in c, L aj. Applying the 
definitions of b, and bj, we have b, = c, and, since b, $ (a,, a,), we have 
bi # b,. Those properties are independent of the choice of i and j; thus 
{b r, . . . . 6,) is a clique of size p. 1 
LEMMA 6.4. Suppose a set A G V has at least four elements and has no 
Radon partition. Then (A) contains a clique of size IAl. 
Proof of Lemma 6.4. The proof is by induction on the parameter 
f(A) = C.x,w d(x, ,I), where d(x, v) denotes the length of a shortest (x, y)- 
path. 
Let A = {a,, . . . . a,} be a counterexample to Lemma 6.4 that minimizes 
the functionf(A) = CX,l,t,4 d(x, y). S ince A has no Radon partition, (6.2) is 
true and we may apply the method described above for defining a clique 
{b 1 > ..., b,}. The last step in the proof of Lemma 6.3 shows bjE (ai, aj), 
when 1 < i# j<p. Moreover, setting b, = a,, we have big (b,, 6,) and 
b,$ (bi, bj). Thus the set B= (b,, . . . . bp} has no Radon partition and has 
p + 1 elements. By construction f(B) <f(A), hence f(B) = f(A). Since 
{b,, . . . . b,) is a clique, the set {a,, . . . . a,} is a clique too. That last assertion 
does not depend on our special a,. Hence A is a clique and the lemma is 
proved. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.1 (continued). Lemma 6.4 implies (6.1.2) and 
(6.1.3). The proof of Theorem 6.1 will be complete with a proof of (6.1.1) in 
the case w  = 2. Let a, (i = 1, 2, 3) be three different vertices of a triangle-free 
graph G. Choose a vertex c of G that minimizes the quantity 
q(c) = Cj d(c, a,). Let us consider, for each i= 1, 2, 3, a shortest (c, a,)-path 
pi. For l<i#j<3, the walk a,$--c x aj is a minimal (a,, a,)-path; 
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otherwise some edge b,bj would exist, with bi in pi\c and bj in p,cl\c, and we 
should have, using the minimality of v(c), 
d(c, a,) = d(bi, aj) d d(b,, a,) + 1 
and 
d(c, a;) = d(b,, ai) < d(b,, a;) + 1. 
Since G has no triangle, this obviously leads to a contradiction. Hence c 
belongs to (a,, a,) for 1 < i # j< 3 and the Helly number is at most 2 by 
Lemma 2.4. 1 
Remark 6.5. The case w=2 of (6.1.1) was proved in [7]. After sub- 
mission of the present paper, I learned that the Helly number of minimal 
path convexities in graphs was independently obtained by Jamison and 
Nowakowski [lS], with a different proof. 
Remark 6.6. The assertion (6.1.3) can be made more precise. Let us 
define the b&k-graph B(G) of a connected graph G = (V, E) as follows: 
vertices of B(G) are the blocks of G, i.e., the maximal induced subgraphs of 
G with no cut-vertex. Two blocks are adjacent in B(G) when they meet. 
Then, the Radon number of the minimal path convexity in a triangle free 
connected graph G is 3 if and only if B(G) is a path. 
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